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Abstrat
We onsider the set multi-over problem in geometri settings. Given a set of points P and
a olletion of geometri shapes (or sets) F, we wish to nd a minimum ardinality subset of F
suh that eah point p ∈ P is overed by (ontained in) at least d(p) sets. Here d(p) is an integer
demand (requirement) for p. When the demands d(p) = 1 for all p, this is the standard set over
problem. The set over problem in geometri settings admits an approximation ratio that is
better than that for the general version. In this paper, we show that similar improvements an
be obtained for the multi-over problem as well. In partiular, we obtain an O(log opt) approx-
imation for set systems of bounded VC-dimension, where opt is the ardinality of an optimal
solution, and an O(1) approximation for overing points by half-spaes in three dimensions and
for some other lasses of shapes.
1 Introdution
The set over problem is the following. Given a universe U of n elements and a olletion of sets
F = {S1, . . . , Sm} where eah Si is a subset of U, nd a minimum ardinality sub-olletion C ⊆ F
suh that C overs U; in other words, the union of the sets in C is U. In the weighted version eah set
Si has a non-negative weight wi and the goal is to nd a minimum weight over C. In this paper, we
are primarily interested in a generalization of the set over problem, namely, the set multi-over
problem. In this version, eah element e ∈ U has an integer demand or requirement d(e) and a
multi-over is a sub-olletion C ⊆ F suh that for eah e ∈ U there are d(e) distint sets in C that
ontain e.1 The set over problem and its variants arise diretly and indiretly in a wide variety of
settings and have numerous appliations. Often F is available only impliitly, and ould have size m
exponential in the size of U, or even innite (for example F ould be the set of all disks in the plane).
The set over problem is NP-Hard and onsequently approximation algorithms for it have reeived
onsiderable attention. A simple greedy algorithm, that iteratively adds a set from F that overs
the most unovered elements, is known to give a (1 + lnn) approximation, where n = |U|. (In the
weighted ase, the algorithm piks the set with minimum average ost for the unovered elements.)
Similar bounds an also be ahieved via rounding a linear programming relaxation. The advantage
of the greedy algorithm is that it is also appliable in settings where F is given impliitly, but there
∗
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A related and somewhat easier variant allows a set to be piked multiple times. In this paper, unless expliitly
stated, we use multi-over for the version where only one opy of a set is allowed to be piked.
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exists a polynomial time orale to (approximately) implement the greedy step in eah iteration. It
is also known that unless P = NP there is no o(log n) approximation for the set over problem
[LY94℄. Moreover, unless NP ⊂ DTIME(nO(log logn)) there is no (1 − o(1)) ln n approximation
[Fei98℄. Thus the approximability of the general set over problem is essentially resolved if P 6= NP.
However, there are many set systems of interest for whih the hardness of approximation result
does not apply. There has been onsiderable eort to understand the approximability of set over
in restrited settings, and previous work has shown that the set over problem admits improved
approximation ratios in various geometri ases. In partiular, set systems that arise in geometri
settings are the fous of this paper.
In the geometri setting, we use (P,F) to desribe a set system (also referred to as a range
spae) where P is a set of points and F is a olletion of sets (also alled objets or ranges). We
are typially interested in the ase where F is a set of well-behaved shapes. Examples of suh
shapes inlude disks, pseudo-disks, and onvex polygons. The goal is to over a given nite set of
points P in IRd by a olletion of objets from F. At a higher level of abstration, one an onsider
set systems of small (or onstant) VC dimension. In addition to the inherent theoretial interest in
geometri set systems, there is also motivation from appliations in wireless and sensor networks. In
these appliations the overage of a wireless or sensor transmitter an be reasonably approximated
as a disk-like region in the plane. The problem of loating transmitters to optimize various metris
of overage and onnetivity is a well-studied topi; see [TWDJ08℄ for a survey.
Brönnimann and Goodrih [BG95℄, extending the work of Clarkson [Cla93℄, used the reweighting
tehnique to give an O(log opt) approximation for the set over problem when the VC dimension of
the set system is bounded
2
. Here opt is the size of an optimum solution. Known hardness results
[LY94℄ prelude suh an approximation ratio for the general set over problem. The reweighting
tehnique and its appliation to set over [Cla93, BG95℄ show that the approximation ratio for set
over an be related to bounds on ε-nets for set systems. Using this observation, [BG95℄ showed an
improved O(1) approximation ratio for the set over problem in some ases, inluding the problem
of overing points by disks in the plane. Long [Lon01℄ made an expliit onnetion between the
integrality gap of the natural LP relaxation for the set over problem and bounds on the ε-nets
for the set system (see also [ERS05℄). This allows opt in the approximation ratio to be replaed
by f, where f is the value of an optimum solution to the LP relaxation (i.e., the optimal frational
solution). Clarkson and Varadarajan [CV07℄ developed a framework to obtain useful bounds on the
ε-net size via bounds on the union omplexity of a set of geometri shapes. Using this framework
they gave improved approximations for various set systems/shapes. Reently, Aronov, Ezra and
Sharir [AES09℄, and Varadarajan [Var09℄ sharpen the bounds of Clarkson and Varadarajan in some
ases [CV07℄.
The geometri set over problem indued by overing points by disks in the plane is strongly NP-
Hard [FG88℄; very reently a PTAS was obtained for this problem [MR09℄ improving a previously
known onstant fator approximation. Some other geometri overage problems are known to be
APX-hard [FMZ07℄; that is, there is a onstant c > 1 suh that unless P = NP, there is no c
approximation for them.
Our results. In this paper, we onsider the multi-over problem in the geometri setting. In
addition to the set system (P,F), eah point p ∈ P has an integer demand d(p). Now a over
needs to inlude, for eah point p, d(p) sets that ontain p. For general set systems, the greedy
algorithm and other methods suh as randomized rounding, whih work for the set over problem,
2
Brönnimann and Goodrih [BG95℄ onsider the hitting set problem whih is the set over problem in the dual
range spae. In this paper we blur the distintion between set over and hitting set.
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an be adapted to the multi-over problem, yielding a (1 + lnn) approximation (see [Vaz01℄). In
ontrast, the ε-net based approah for geometri set over does not generalize to the multi-over
setting in a straight-forward fashion. Nevertheless, we are able to use related ideas, in a somewhat
more sophistiated way, to obtain approximation ratios for the geometri set multi-over problem
that essentially math the ratios known for the orresponding set over problem. In partiular, we
obtain the following bounds. In all the bounds, f ≤ opt is the value of an optimum (frational)
solution to the natural LP relaxation, and opt is the value of an optimum (integral) solution.
• O(log f) approximation for set multi-over of set systems of bounded VC dimension.
• O(1) approximation for (multi) overing points in IR3 by halfspaes. This immediately leads
to a similar result for multi-over of disks by points in the plane.
• O(log log log f) approximation for overing points by fat triangles (or other fat onvex polyg-
onal shapes of onstant desriptive omplexity) in the plane.
The seond and third results follow from a general framework for a lass of well-behaved
shapes based on the union omplexity of the shapes. This is inspired by a similar framework from
[CV07, AES09℄. Our work diers from previous work for set over in geometri settings in two ways.
First, we use the LP relaxation in an expliit fashion in several ways, demonstrating its eetiveness.
Seond, our work points out the usefulness of shallow uttings for the multi-over problem. We hope
that these diretions will be further developed in the future.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Problem statement and notation
Let I = (P,F) be a given set system with VC dimension δ. Here P is a set of points, and F is a
olletion of subsets of P, alled ranges or objets. Assume that every point p ∈ P has an assoiated
integral demand dI(p) ≥ 0. When the relevant set system is understood, we may write d(p). Here
we would like to nd a minimum ardinality set of ranges of F that overs P, suh that every p ∈ P
is overed at least d(p) times. Note that we allow a range of F to be inluded only one in the over.
This is an instane of the set multi-over problem. There is also a weaker version of the problem,
where the solution may be a multiset; that is, a range may be inluded multiple times.
We will also disuss the demand of a set P′ ⊂ P, whih is d(P′) = dI(P
′) =
∑
p∈P′ d(p). The
total demand of a set system I = (P,F) is d(P).
Denition 2.1 For a point p ∈ P and a set X ⊆ F where eah range in F has a non-negative
weight, let #(p ∩X) denote the depth of p in X; namely, it is the total weight of the ranges of X
overing p. If the ranges do not have weights then we treat them as having weight one.
Denition 2.2 Given a multiset Z ⊆ F, let J = (Q,G) = (P,F) \ Z denote the residual set
system. The residual instane enodes what remains to be overed after we use the overage provided
by Z. Eah p ∈ P has residual demand dres(p,Z) = max(d(p)−#(p ∩ Z) , 0), and Q omprises
the points of P with nonzero residual demand. Thus dJ (p) = dres(p,Z). Also G = F \ Z. We will
also write, for Q′ ⊂ Q, dres(Q
′,Z) =
∑
p∈Q′ dres(p,Z). In partiular, dres(Q,Z) = dJ (Q) is the total
residual demand of I , with respet to Q.
A set system (P,F) has VC dimension δ if no subset of P of ardinality greater than δ is shattered
by F. Here a set P′ ⊆ P is shattered if for every X ⊂ P′ there is a range r ∈ F suh that X = r∩P′.
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Given a range spae S = (P,F), its dual set system is S∗ = (F,P∗) where P∗ = {Fp | p ∈ P} and
Fp = {r ∈ F | p ∈ r}. For a set system S with VC dimension δ, we denote by δ
∗
the VC dimension
of S∗. It is known that δ∗ ≤ 2δ+1 [PA95, Har08℄; thus if S has bounded VC dimension, so does S∗.
However, for spei set systems of interest, in partiular geometri set systems, one an diretly
show muh stronger upper bounds on δ∗.
2.2 LP relaxation
A standard approah to omputing an approximate solution to an NP-hard problem is to solve a
linear programming relaxation (LP) of the problem and round its frational solution to an integral
solution to the original problem.
In our ase, if F = {r1, . . . , rm} and P = {p1, . . . , pn}, the natural LP has a variable xi for range
ri:
min
m∑
i=1
xi
subjet to
∑
i:pj∈ri
xi ≥ d(pj) ∀pj ∈ P, (1)
xi ∈ [0, 1] i = 1, . . . ,m.
Note that LP is a relaxation of the integer program for the set multi-over problem, for whih
xi are required to take a value in {0, 1}. If repetitions of a set are allowed, then the onstraint
xi ∈ [0, 1] is replaed by xi ≥ 0.
Let f = f(I) denote the value of an optimum solution to the above LP. Clearly, opt ≥ f(I).
We will refer to the values assigned to the variables xi for some partiular optimal solution to the
LP as the frational solution . In the following, we will refer to the value of xi in the solution as
the weight of the range ri. We will sometimes use vetors that are not optimal solutions for LP,
but only feasible ; that is, they satisfy the onstraints.
2.3 Overview of Rounding for Geometri Set Cover
We briey explain the previous approahes for obtaining approximation algorithms for the set over
problem in geometri settings. The work of Clarkson [Cla93℄ and Brönnimann and Goodrih [BG95℄
used the reweighting tehnique and ε-nets to obtain algorithms that provide approximation bounds
with respet to the integer optimum solution. In [Lon01, ERS05℄, it was pointed out that these
results an be reinterpreted as rounding the LP relaxation and hene the approximation bounds an
also be stated with respet to the frational optimum solution. Here we disuss this interpretation.
Note that in the set over setting d(p) = 1 for all points. Consider a frational solution to the LP
given by xi assigned to ranges ri ∈ F, with total value f =
∑
i xi. Let ε = 1/f. From the onstraint
(Eq. (1)) it follows that for eah p,
∑
i:p∈ri
xi/f ≥ d(p) /f = 1/f = ε. Interpreting xi/f as the weight
of range ri, we obtain a set system in whih all points are overed to within a weight of ε. Therefore
an ε-net of the (weighted) dual range spae is a set over for the original instane. Now one an
plug known results on the size of ε-nets for set systems to immediately derive an approximation.
For example, set systems with VC dimension δ have ε-nets of size O(δ/ε · log 1/ε) [PA95℄ and hene
one onludes that there is a set over of size O(δ∗f log f) omputable in polynomial time, that is,
an O(δ∗ log f) approximation. For some set systems improved bounds on the ε-net size are known.
For example, if P is a nite set of points and F is a set of disks in the plane then ε-nets of size
O(1/ε) are known to exist for the dual set system and hene one obtains an O(1) approximation
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for overing points by disks in the plane. Clarkson and Varadarajan [CV07℄ showed that bounds on
the size of ε-nets an be obtained in the geometri setting from bounds on the union omplexity of
objets in F. We remark that the onnetion to ε-nets above also holds in the onverse diretion:
for a given set system, the integrality gap of LP an be used to obtain bounds on the ε-net size.
In the multi-over setting we an take the same approah as above. However, now we have for
a point p,
∑
i:p∈ri
xi/f ≥ d(p) · ε where ε = 1/f. Note that we now have non-uniformity due to
dierent demands and hene an ε-net would not yield a feasible multi-over for the original problem.
3 Multi-over in spaes with bounded VC dimension
In this setion, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1 Let I = (P,F) be an instane of multi-over with VC dimension δ and let δ∗ be the
VC dimension of the dual set system. There is a randomized poly-time algorithm that on input I
outputs O(δ∗f log f) sets of F that together satisfy I, where f is the value of an optimum frational
solution to I.
We have an easy proof of the above theorem for the setting in whih a set is allowed to be used
multiple times; the proof is based on results on relative approximations. See Setion 3.2 for details.
It may be possible to adapt this proof to prove the above theorem for the setting in whih a set
is not allowed to be inluded more than one. This, however, appears to be nontrivial and instead
we next give a proof, in Setion 3.1, that uses the LP to redue the problem to a regular set over
problem with a modied set system whose primal and dual VC dimensions are at most O(δ) and
O(δ∗), respetively.
3.1 Multi-over without repetition
Geometri intuition. Imagine we have a set of points and a set of disks F = {r1, . . . , rm} (i.e.,
the ranges) in the plane. We solve the LP for this system. This results in weight assigned to eah
disk, suh that the total weight of the disks overing a point p ∈ P exeeds (or meets) its demand
d(p). We add another dimension (we are now in three dimensions), and for eah i = 1, . . . ,m
translate the disk ri ∈ F to the plane z = i. Let F
′
denote the resulting set of m two-dimensional
disks that live in three dimensions. Observe that the projetion of F′ to the xy plane is F. Every
point pj ∈ P is now a vertial line ℓj (parallel to the z-axis), and we are asking for a subset X of
F′, suh that every line ℓj stabs at least d(pj) disks of X. The frational solution for the original
problem indues a frational solution to the new problem. The next step, is to break every line ℓj
into segments, suh that the total weight of the disks of F′ interseting a vertial segment is at least
1 (and at most 2). Let L′ be this resulting set of segments. Consider the set system S = (L′,F′),
and its assoiated set over instane of the disks of F′ so that they interset all the segments of L′.
It is easy to verify that any solution of this set over problem, is in fat a solution to the original
multi-over problem, and vie versa (up to small onstant multipliative error, say 2). We know how
to solve suh set-over problems using standard tools. The key observation is that the projetion
of (L′,F′) on to the plane yields the original range spae. Similarly, projeting (L′,F′) on to the
z-axis results in a range spae where the points are on the real line and the ranges are intervals.
Sine the range spae (L′,F′) is the intersetion of two range spaes of low VC dimension, it has
low VC dimension. This implies that the set-over problem on (L′,F′) has a good approximation
[BG95℄ and this leads to a good approximation to the original multi-over problem on S.
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More formal solution. Consider a frational solution x to the LP assoiated with I . If any set
ri ∈ F satises xi ≥ 1/4 then we add ri to our solution. There an be at most 4
∑
i xi = 4f suh
sets, so inluding them does not harm our goal of a solution with O(f) sets. We now work with the
residual instane and hene we an assume that the frational solution has no set ri with xi ≥ 1/4.
Now, assume that we have xed the numbering of the ranges of F = {r1, . . . , rm}, and onsider
the frational solution, with the value xi assoiated with ri, see Eq. (1). In partiular, for a point
p ∈ P, onsider the linear inequality ∑
i:p∈ri
xi ≥ d(p) .
This inequality holds for the frational solution. We split this inequality into O(d(p)) inequalities
having 1/2 on the right hand side. To this end, san this inequality from left to right, and ollet
enough terms on the left-hand side, suh that their sum (in the frational solution) is larger than
1/2. We will write down the resulting inequality, and ontinue in this fashion until all the terms of
this inequality are exhausted.
Formally, let U0 = U =
{
i
∣∣∣ p ∈ ri} be the sequene of indies of the ranges partiipating in the
above summation, where U and U0 are sorted in inreasing order. For ℓ ≥ 1, let Vℓ be the shortest
prex of Uℓ−1 suh that
∑
i∈Vℓ
xi ≥ 1/2, and let uℓ be the largest number (i.e., index) in Vℓ, and
let Uℓ =(Uℓ−1 \ Vℓ). Sine eah xi < 1/4 we have that
∑
i∈Vℓ
xi < 1/2 + 1/4 < 3/4. We stop when∑
i∈Uℓ
xi < 1/2 for the rst time. This proess reates some h inequalities of the form∑
i∈Vℓ
xi ≥ 1/2,
for ℓ = 1, . . . , h. We have h ≥ d(p) inequalities from the fat that
∑
i:p∈ri
xi ≥ d(p) and by our
observation that
∑
i∈Vℓ
xi < 3/4.
We next desribe a new set system (P′, F̂), derived from this onstrution of inequalities, suh
that a set over solution to the new system implies a multi-over solution to the original system,
and the new system has small VC dimension.
The new set system (P′, F̂) is dened as follows. For eah point p whih was proessed as above,
we reate h opies of it, one for eah Vℓ. Eah suh opy of p orresponds to an interval I = [α, β],
where α is mini∈Vℓ i, and β is maxi∈Vℓ i. So p has h suh intervals assoiated with it, say I1, . . . , Ih.
We generate h new pairs from p, namely, Q(p) = {(p, I1) , . . . , (p, Ih)}.
We set P′ = ∪pQ(p), and F̂ =
{
r̂i
∣∣∣ ri ∈ F}, where
r̂i =
{
(p, I) ∈ P′
∣∣∣ p ∈ ri and i ∈ I} . (2)
Note that |r̂i| = |ri|, and it an be interpreted as deiding, for eah point p ∈ ri, whih one of its
opies should be inluded in r̂i.
The following two laims follow easily from the onstrution.
Claim 3.2 For the set over instane dened by (P′, F̂) there is a frational solution of value
2
∑
i xi ≤ 2f.
Claim 3.3 An integral solution of value β to the set over instane (P′, F̂) implies a multi-over to
the original instane of ardinality at most β.
We need the following easy lemma on the dimension of intersetion of two range spaes with
bounded VC dimension.
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Lemma 3.4 ([Har08℄) Let S = (X,R) and T = (X,R′) be two range spaes of VC-dimension δ
and δ′, respetively, where δ, δ′ > 1. Let R̂ =
{
r ∩ r′
∣∣∣ r ∈ R, r′ ∈ R′}. Then, for the range spae
Ŝ = (X, R̂), we have that δ(Ŝ) = O(δ + δ′).
Observation 3.5 If S = (X,R) has VC dimension δ, and M ⊆ R, then the VC dimension of (X,M)
is bounded by δ.
The ruial lemma is the following.
Lemma 3.6 The VC dimension of the set system (P′, F̂) is O(δ) and the VC dimension of its dual
set system is O(δ∗).
Proof: We dene two set systems
(
P′, F˜
)
and
(
P′,F
)
as follows. F˜ =
{
r˜i
∣∣∣ ri ∈ F} where
r˜i =
{
(p, I) ∈ P′
∣∣∣ p ∈ ri} ,
and F =
{
ri
∣∣∣ ri ∈ F}, where ri = {(p, I) ∈ P′ ∣∣∣ i ∈ I}.
Note that r̂i = r˜i ∩ ri (see Eq. (2)). Therefore (P
′, F̂) is formed by the intersetion of ranges
(P′, F˜) with ranges of (P′,F). Therefore the VC dimension of (P′, F̂) is bounded by O
(
δ˜ + δ
)
where
δ˜ and δ are the VC dimensions of (P′, F˜) and (P′,F) respetively, by Lemma 3.4 and Observation 3.5.
We observe that the set system (P′, F˜) has the same VC dimension as that of (P,F) sine we only
dupliate points. The set system (P′,F) has onstant VC dimension δ = 3 sine it is the intersetion
system of points on the line with intervals.
The seond part of the laim follows by a similar argument. Consider the dual range spaes of(
P′, F˜
)
,
(
P′,F
)
, and
(
P′, F˜
)
, respetively. The ground set of these range spaes an be made to be
F. We have the following:
• I˜∗ =
(
F, M˜
)
, the range spae dual to
(
P′, F˜
)
, has for any point (p, I) ∈ P′ a range that
ontains all the ri ∈ F that ontains p. It is therefore just the dual range spae to I = (P,F),
and it has VC dimension δ∗.
• I∗ =
(
F,M
)
, the range spae dual to
(
P′,F
)
, for every (p, I) ∈ P′, has the range ontaining
all the sets ri suh that i ∈ I. As suh, I∗ has a onstant VC dimension.
• Î∗ =
(
F, M̂
)
, the range spae dual to
(
P′, F̂
)
, for every (p, I) ∈ P′, has the range ontaining
all the sets ri suh that i ∈ I and p ∈ ri.
We have that Î∗ is the range spae ontained in the intersetion of range spaes I˜∗ and I∗.
Lemma 3.4 and Observation 3.5 imply that the VC dimension of Î∗ is O(δ∗).
Now we apply the known results on the integrality gap of the LP for set over as disussed in
Setion 2.3. These results imply that for the set system (P′, F̂) there is an integral set over of
value O(δ∗f log f) (here we use Claim 3.2 and Lemma 3.6). From Claim 3.3, there is a multi-over
for the original instane of the desired size. This ompletes the proof of the theorem. We observe
that the algorithm is in fat quite simple. After solving the LP, pik eah range ri independently
with probability min{1, cxi} where c = α · δ
∗ log f for a suiently large onstant α. With onstant
probability this yields a multi-over.
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3.2 Multi-over in spaes with bounded VC dimension when allowing repetition
We onsider the ase where sets in F are allowed to be piked multiple times to over a point. For
this purpose we use relative approximations. The standard denition of relative approximation is
the dual of what we give below.
Let α, φ > 0 be two onstants. For a set system I = (P,F), reall from Denition 2.1
that #(p ∩ F) denotes the number of sets in F that ontain the point p. A relative (α, φ)-
approximation is a subset X ⊆ F that satises
(1− α)
#(p ∩ F)
|F|
≤
#(p ∩X)
|X|
≤ (1 + α)
#(p ∩ F)
|F|
. (3)
for eah p ∈ P with #(p ∩ F) ≥ φ · |F|. It is known [LLS01℄ that there exist subsets with this
property of size
cδ
α2φ
log
1
φ
, where c is an absolute onstant, and δ is the VC dimension of the dual
set system of (P,F). Indeed, any random sample of that many sets from F is a relative (α, φ)-
approximation with onstant probability. To guarantee suess with probability at least 1− q, one
needs to sample
c
α2φ
(
δ log
1
φ
+ log
1
q
)
elements of X, for a suiently large onstant c [LLS01℄.
To apply relative approximation for our purposes we let N be a large integer suh that Nxi is
an integer for eah range ri (sine the xi are rational suh an N exists). We reate a new set system
(P,F′) where F′ is obtained from F by dupliating eah range ri ∈ F Nxi times. Thus |F
′| = Nf .
From the feasibility of x for the LP we have that #(p ∩ F′) ≥ Nd(p) ≥ Nfd(p) /f for eah p ∈ P.
Now we apply the relative approximation result to (P,F′) with φ = 1/f and α = 1/2 to obtain
a set X ⊂ F′ suh that |X| = Θ(δ∗f log f) and with the property that for eah p ∈ P,
#(p ∩ F′)
2 |F′|
≤
#(p ∩X)
|X|
.
We have
#(p ∩X) ≥
|X|
2
·
#(p ∩ F′)
|F′|
≥
|X|
2
·
Nd(p)
N f
= d(p) · Ω(δ∗ log f) ≥ d(p) ,
as desired.
Note that X is piked from F′ whih has dupliate opies of sets from F. Reall that the
algorithm, from the previous setion (whih is for the variant without repetition), piks eah range
ri independently with probability min{1, cxi · δ
∗ log f}; and this yields a feasible multi-over without
repetitions. It may be possible to analyze this algorithm (i.e., without repetitions) diretly by a
areful walkthrough of the proof for relative approximations.
4 Multi-over for Halfspaes in 3d and Generalizations
In this setion, we show that improved approximations an be obtained for spei lasses of set
systems indued by geometri shapes of low omplexity. In partiular, we desribe an O(1) ap-
proximation for the multi-over problem when the points are in IR3, and the ranges are indued
by halfspaes. The main idea, of using uttings, extends also to other nie shapes. We outline the
extensions and some appliations in Setion 5.
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4.1 Total demand, Sampling, and Residual demand
We develop some basi ingredients that are useful in randomly rounding the LP solution. These
ingredients apply to a generi multi-over instane, not neessarily a geometri one, however we use
the notation of points and ranges for ontinuity.
Lemma 4.1 Given a multi-over instane I = (P,F), one an ompute a over for I of size no
more than the total demand dI(P).
Proof: Indeed, san the unsatised points of P one by one, and for eah suh point p, add to the
solution d(p) ranges that over it, piked arbitrarily. Clearly, the ranges that are piked satisfy all
the demands, and the number of ranges piked is at most
∑
p d(p) = dI(P).
Given an instane of multi-over I = (P,F) and a feasible frational solution x, a cx-sample
for a salar c is a random sample of F, formed by independently piking eah of the ranges ri ∈ F
with probability min{1, cxi}, where xi is the value assigned to ri by the frational solution. (For
the i with cxi ≥ 1, so that i is hosen with probability one, we will simply assume that suh hoies
have been made, and the demand removed; that is, we assume that hereafter that xi ≤ 1/c. Sine
the number of suh i is at most c f, this step does not aet our goal of obtaining an output over
with O(f) sets.)
Lemma 4.2 Let c ≥ 4 be a onstant and let I = (P,F) be a multi-over instane with an LP solution
satisfying xi ≤ 1/c for all i. If R is a cx-sample and p ∈ P is a point with demand d = d(p), then
Pr
[
p is not fully overed by R
]
= Pr
[
#(p ∩ R) < d
]
≤ exp
(
−
c
4
d
)
,
and E
[
dres(p,R)
]
≤ exp
(
−
c
4
d
)
.
Proof: Let Xi be the indiator variable whih is equal to one if the cx-sample inludes the range
ri ∈ F, and is zero otherwise. Let Y = #(p ∩ R) =
∑
i:p∈ri
Xi; observe that µ = E[Y ] ≥ c d using
the fats that x is a feasible solution to LP, and xi ≤ 1/c for all i. For j ∈ [0, d], we apply the
Cherno inequality [MR95℄ and use the fat that c ≥ 4 to obtain:
Pr
[
#(p ∩ R) ≤ d− j
]
≤ Pr
[
Y < µ(1− (c− 1)/c − j/µ)
]
≤ exp
(
−
µ
2
(
c− 1
c
+
j
µ
)2)
≤ exp
(
−
µ
4
−
3
4
j
)
≤ exp
(
−
c
4
d−
3
4
j
)
.
The rst statement of the lemma follows by substituting j = 1 and observing that the desired bound
follows, and the seond follows by using the fat that, for a random variable Z taking non-negative
integral values, that E[Z] =
∑
k>0Pr[Z ≥ k]. This implies
E
[
dres(p,R)
]
=
∑
1≤j≤d
Pr
[
#(p ∩ R) ≤ d− j
]
≤
∑
1≤j≤d
exp
(
−
c
4
d−
3
4
j
)
= exp
(
−
c
4
d
) ∑
1≤j≤d
exp
(
−
3
4
j
)
≤ exp
(
−
c
4
d
) 1
exp(3/4)− 1
≤ exp
(
−
c
4
d
)
,
as laimed.
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In the following, for t ≥ 1, let
Pt =
{
p ∈ P
∣∣∣ t ≤ d(p) < 2t } .
The lemma below implies that if the number of points in the set system is small then the
multi-over problem an almost be solved in one round of sampling.
Lemma 4.3 Suppose there is a probability distribution on a olletion of multi-over instanes suh
that an instane I = (P,F) hosen from the distribution satises, for any t ≥ 1, that
E
[
|Pt|
]
≤ V ·Kt,
where K and V are xed parameters of the distribution. Then there is a value c depending on
K, suh that for any feasible frational solution x to I, a cx-sample R results in expeted total
residual demand dres(P,R) ≤ V ; here the expetation is with respet to the randomness of I and the
independent randomness of the cx-sample.
Proof: Let R be a cx-sample of F for xed c ≥ 4 + 4 logK. Let X be the subset of F with all
ranges having xi ≥ 1/c. Sine R \X is also a cx-sample of I \X, we assume hereafter that X is
empty; the result for general X follows by appliation of the result to I \X.
By applying Lemma 4.2 to the indued range spae (Pt,F), we have
EI,R
[
dres(Pt,R)
]
≤ EI
∑
p∈Pt
ER[dres(p,R)]
 ≤ EI[|Pt| exp(− c
4
t
)]
= EI
[
|Pt|
]
exp
(
−
c
4
t
)
≤ V Kt exp
(
−
c
4
t
)
≤ V exp(−t(c/4− logK)) ≤ V exp(−t) .
Then, by linearity of expetation, we have
E
[
dres(P,R)
]
=
∞∑
i=0
E
[
dres(P2i ,R)
]
≤
∞∑
i=0
V exp
(
−2i
)
≤ V.
Thus, after cx-sampling, the residual instane has total expeted demand bounded by V , as laimed.
4.2 Clustering the given instane
The key observation to solve the multi-over problem in our settings is Lemma 4.3, as it provides
a suient ondition for an O(1) approximation. Of ourse, it might not be true (even in low
dimensional geometri settings) that the number of points (i.e., the total residual demand) is small
enough, as required to apply this lemma. We preproess the given instane via an initial sampling
step and then employ a lustering sheme that partitions the points into regions; we argue that
these regions and an indued multi-over instane on them satises the onditions of the lemma.
The depth of a simplex △ in a set of weighted halfspaes is the minimum depth of any point
inside △, see Denition 2.1.
To perform the aforementioned lustering, we will use the shallow utting lemma of Matou²ek
[Mat92℄. We next state it in the form needed for our appliation, whih is a speial ase of Theo-
rem 5.1.
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Lemma 4.4 Given a set F of weighted halfspaes in IR3, with total weight W , there is a randomized
polynomial-time algorithm that generates a set Γ of simplies, alled a (1/4W )-utting, with the
following properties: the union of the simplies overs IR3; the total weight of the boundary planes
of F interseting any simplex of Γ is bounded by 1/4; and nally, for any t ≥ 0, the expeted total
number of simplies of depth at most t is O
(
Wt2
)
. (Here the expetation is with respet to the
randomness of the algorithm.)
4.2.1 The algorithm
Given an instane of multi-over I = (P,F) of points and halfspaes in IR3, our algorithm rst
omputes the frational solution to the LP indued by I , yielding weights xi. Next, for β an
absolute onstant in (0, 1/4) to be speied later, we put in the set X all the ranges ri with xi ≥ β.
Let (P′,F′) =(P,F) \X. Let f ′ =
∑
ri∈F\X
xi be the total weight of the remaining ranges.
The remainder of the algorithm uses a auxiliary abstrat multi-over instane derived using
uttings, as desribed next.
Using the weights xi, we build a (1/4f
′)-utting Γ for F′. This indues an abstrat multi-over
instane (Γ,F′), where a simplex ∆ ∈ Γ is overed by halfspae h ∈ F′ only if the interior of ∆ is
ontained inside h and it does not meet the boundary plane of h. The demand d(∆) is dened to
be maxp∈P∩∆ dres(p,F
′).
A feasible solution to (Γ,F′) is also, by onstrution, a feasible solution for the original instane
I . Furthermore, any feasible frational solution for I an be transformed into a feasible frational
solution for (Γ,F′), at the ost of a onstant fator. Indeed, the weights xi give a feasible frational
solution to I \X, and so the depth of ∆ is at least d(∆)− 1/4, where ∆ loses at most weight 1/4
of depth due to halfspaes whose boundary planes ut ∆. It follows that if the depth is measured
with respet to weights xˆi = 2xi, the new depth of ∆ (i.e., the point with minimum over in ∆)
is at least 2d(∆) − 1/2 > d(∆). That is, the weights xˆi give a feasible frational solution to the
multi-over instane (Γ,F′). Note that sine β < 1/4, the weights xˆi satisfy xˆi < 1, for all i.
The remainder of the algorithm is to apply the approah implied by Lemma 4.3: we nd a cxˆ-
sample R, with c to be determined; this indues a residual multi-over problem (Γ,F′)\R, whih we
solve using the simple tehnique of Lemma 4.1. Letting U denote the resulting ombined solution
to (Γ,F′), we return U ∪X as a over for the original multi-over problem.
The analysis of this algorithm is the proof of the following result.
Theorem 4.5 Let I = (P,F) be an instane of multi-over formed by a set P of points in IR3, and
a set F of halfspaes. Then, one an ompute, in randomized polynomial time, a subset of halfspaes
of F that meets all the required demands, and is of expeted size O(f), where f is the value of an
optimal frational solution to LP.
Proof: We desribed the algorithm above, exept for the values of c and β.
By Lemma 4.4, the expeted number of simplies in the utting Γ of demand at most t is
O
(
Wt2
)
, where W = f ′ ≤ f(I), whih implies that Lemma 4.3 an be applied, with V = f(I), K an
absolute onstant, and using the weights xˆi. Sine
∑
i xˆi ≤ 2f(I), the expeted size of U is at most
(c+2)f(I), using the absolute onstant value of c used in this appliation of Lemma 4.3. Observing
that |X| ≤ f(I) /β, and taking β = 1/2c to allow the cx-sample probabilities cxˆi to be less than
one, we have that the returned solution U ∪X to I has expeted ardinality at most (3c + 2)f(I),
whih is O(f(I)).
The only non-trivial step in terms of verifying the running time is for omputing the utting
and Lemma 4.4 guarantees the running time.
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Remark 4.6 The shallow-utting lemma (Lemma 4.4) is shown via a random sampling argument,
and our rounding algorithm is also based on random sampling, given the utting as a blak-box.
One ould do a diret analysis of random sampling by unfolding the proof of the utting lemma.
However, the indiret approah is easier to see and highlights the intuition behind the proof.
5 Generalizations and Appliations
We now examine to what extent the result derived for overing points in IR3 by halfspaes generalizes
to other shapes.
5.1 Well behaved shapes
We are interested in set systems (P,F) where F is a set of well-behaved shapes suh as disks or
fat triangles. As we remarked already, it is shown in [CV07℄ that the existene of good ε-nets for
suh shapes an be derived from bounds on their union omplexity. For example, it is shown that if
F is a set of fat triangles in the plane then there is an O(log log f) approximation for the set over
problem. For fat wedges one obtains an O(1) approximation. Here we show that union omplexity
bounds an be used to derive approximation ratios for the multi-over problem that are similar to
those derived in [CV07℄ for the set over problem. Following the sheme for halfspaes, the key tool
is the existene of shallow uttings. To this end we desribe some general onditions for the shapes
of interest and then state a shallow utting lemma.
Let F be a set of n shapes in IRd, suh that their union omplexity for any subset of size r
is (at most) U(r), for some funtion U(r) ≥ r. Similarly, let O
(
rd
)
be the upper bound on total
omplexity of an arrangement of r suh shapes.
Let X be a subset of IRd. We assume that given a subset G ⊆ F, one an perform a deomposition
the faes of the arrangement A(G) that intersets X into ells of onstant desriptive omplexity
(e.g., vertial trapezoids), and the omplexity of this deomposition is proportional to the number
of verties of the faes of A(G) that intersets X. Finally, we assume that the intersetion of d
shapes of F generates a onstant number of verties.
One an then derive the following version of Matou²ek's shallow utting lemma. We emphasize
that this lemma is a straightforward (if slightly messy) adaption of the result of Matou²ek. A proof
is skethed in Appendix A.
Theorem 5.1 Given a set F of well-behaved shapes in IRd with total weight n, and parameters
r and k, one an ompute a deomposition of spae into O(rd) ells of onstant desriptive om-
plexity, suh that total weight of boundaries of shapes of F interseting a single ell is at most n/r.
Furthermore, the expeted total number of ells ontaining points of depth smaller than k is
O
((
rk
n
+ 1
)d
U
(n
k
))
,
where U(ℓ) is the worst-ase ombinatorial omplexity of the boundary of the union of ℓ shapes of
F.
Using the same sheme as that for halfspaes we an derive approximation ratios for the multi-
over problem for shapes that have the property that U(n) is near-linear in n. An approximation
ratio of O(U(opt) /opt) easily follows, but in fat, by using the oversampling idea of Aronov et al.
[AES09℄, we an improve this to O(log(U(opt) /opt)). We use the shallow utting lemma as a blak
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box, and hene our argument is arguably slightly simpler than then one in [AES09℄ and our result
an be interpreted as a generalization.
Theorem 5.2 Let I = (P,F) be an instane of multi-over formed by a set P of points in IRd, and
a set F of ranges. Furthermore, the union omplexity of any ℓ suh ranges is (at most) U(ℓ), for
some funtion U(ℓ) ≥ ℓ. Then, one an ompute, in randomized polynomial time, a subset of ranges
of F that meets all the required demands, and is of expeted size O
(
f log U(f)
f
)
, where f is the value
of an optimal frational solution to LP.
Proof: As before, we ompute the LP relaxation, and take all the ranges that the value of xi ≥ β,
where β = α/ log U(f)
f
for some suiently small onstant α. Next, we ompute a (1/4f)-utting Γ
of residual system (P′,F′). Using Theorem 5.1 with parameters r = 4f, n = f and k = t, there are
at most
O
(
(t+ 1)d f
U(f)
f
)
ells, with depth at most t. In partiular, this bounds the number of ells in the utting with depth
in the range t − 1 to t. We pik a random sample R of (expeted) size h = O
(
f log U(f)
f
)
from F′,
by performing a cx-sample from F′, where c = O
(
log U(f)
f
)
. Arguing as in Lemma 4.2, the expeted
residual demand for a ell of Γ with demand t is t exp(−ct/4). Therefore, the expeted total residual
demand in (Γ,F′) \ R is
O
(
∞∑
t=1
exp
(
−
c
4
t
)
(t+ 1)d+1 f
U(f)
f
)
= O(f) .
Using Lemma 4.1, the residual multi-over instane (Γ,F′) \ R has a over of expeted size O(f).
Thus, we have shown that the original multi-over instane has a over of expeted size O(f/β +
h+ f) = O
(
f log U(f)
f
)
.
Appliations: The above general result an be ombined with known bounds on U(n) to give
several new results. We follow [CV07, AES09℄ who gave approximation ratios for the set over
problem using a similar general framework; we give essentially similar bounds for the multi-over
problem. All the instanes below involve shapes in the Eulidean plane.
• O(1) approximation for pseudo-disks, fat triangles of similar size, and fat wedges.
• O(log log log f) approximation for fat triangles (whih also implies similar bounds for fat onvex
polygonal shapes of onstant desription omplexity).
• O(log α(f)) approximation for regions eah of whih is dened by the intersetion of the non-
negative y halfplane with a Jordan region suh that eah pair of bounding Jordan urves
interseting at most three times (not ounting the intersetions on the x axis). Here α(n) is
the inverse Akerman funtion.
5.2 Unit Cubes in 3d
We also get a similar result for the ase of axis-parallel unit ubes.
In [CV07℄ an O(1) approximation is also shown that for the problem of overing points by unit
sized axis parallel ubes in three dimensions. There is a tehnial diulty for this ase. Although
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it is known from [BSTY98℄ that the ombinatorial omplexity of the union of n ubes is O(n), the
same bound is not known for the anonial deomposition of the exterior of the union as required by
our framework. The same diulty is present in [CV07℄ and they overome this by taking advantage
of the fat that all ubes are unit sized. The basi idea is to use a grid shifting trik to deompose
the given instane into independent instanes suh that eah instanes has ubes that ontain a
ommon intersetion point. For this speial ase one an show that the anonial deomposition of
the exterior of the shapes has linear omplexity. This sues for the framework in [CV07℄. For our
framework we need a utting.
Lemma 5.3 Let S be a set of n axis-parallel unit ubes in three dimensions, all of them ontaining
(say) the origin. Then, one an deompose the arrangement of A(S) into a anonial deomposition
of axis parallel boxes, suh that the omplexity of deomposing every fae is proportional to the
number of verties on its boundary.
Proof: First we break the arrangement into eight otants by the three axis planes (xy, yz and
xz planes). We will desribe how to deompose the arrangement in the positive otant, and by
symmetry the onstrution would apply to the whole arrangement.
So, let f be a 3d fae of the arrangement (when lipped to the positive otant). Let I be the
ubes of S that ontain f , and similarly, let B be the set of ubes of S that ontribute to the
boundary of f , but do not inlude f in their interior. As suh, we have that
f = closure
((⋂
c∈I
c
)
\
( ⋃
c′∈B
c′
))
.
(If the set I is empty, we will add a fake huge ube to ensure f is bounded.) Now, the rst term
is just an axis-parallel box. Intuitively, the seond term (the oor of f ) is a (somewhat bizarre)
olletion of stairs. Note, that any vertial line that intersets f , intersets it in an interval. In
partiular, let g the top fae (in the z diretion) of f , and observe that, sine all the ubes of S
ontain the origin, it must be that any line that interset f must also interset g. As suh, let us
projet all the edges and verties of f upward till the hit g. This results in a olletionW of (interior)
disjoint segments that partition (the retangular polygon) f . We perform a vertial deomposition
of the planar arrangement formed by A(W ) (inluding the outer fae of this arrangement, whih is
g). This results in O(|f |) olletion of (interior) disjoint retangles that over g, where |f | is the
number of verties on the boundary of f . Furthermore, for suh a retangle r, there is no edge
or vertex of f , suh that their vertial projetion lies in the interior of r. Namely, we an eret a
vertial prism for eah fae of the vertial deomposition of A(W ), till the prism hits the bottom
boundary of f . This result in a deomposition of f into O(|f |) disjoint boxes, as required.
Lemma 5.3 implies that an the arrangement A(S), an be deomposed into (anonial) boxes,
in suh a way that the number of boxes of ertain depth t, is proportional to the number of verties
of A(S) of this depth. This implies that we an apply the shallow utting lemma to S (we remind
the reader that all the axis-parallel unit ubes of S ontain the origin).
This is suient to imply O(1) approximation to multi-over. Indeed, let I = (P,F) be the
given instane of multi-over, where F is a set of unit-ubes in three dimensions. Let G be the unit
grid, and for any point q ∈ G, let Fq be the set of ubes of F that ontains p (for the simpliity
of exposition, we assume that every ube of F is ontained in exatly one suh set, as this an be
easily guaranteed by shifting G slightly). Next, solve the LP assoiated with I , and assoiate a
point p ∈ P with q ∈ G, if the depth of p in Fq is at least 1/8 (if p an be assoiated with several
suh instanes, we pik the one that provides maximum overage for p). Let Pq be the resulting
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set of points. Thus, for any point in q ∈ G, there is an assoiated instane of multi-over (Pq,Fq).
Clearly, a onstant fator approximation for eah of these instanes, would lead to a onstant fator
approximation for the whole problem.
Now, Fq is made of ubes all ontaining a ommon point, and as suh Lemma 5.3 implies that
shallow utting would work for it. In partiular, we an now apply the algorithm of Theorem 4.5 to
this instane, and get a onstant fator approximation (here, impliitly, we also used the fat that
the union omplexity of n axis-parallel unit ubes is linear). This implies the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4 Let I = (P,F) be an instane of multi-over formed by a set P of points in IR3, and
a set F of axis-parallel unit ubes. Then, one an ompute, in randomized polynomial time, a subset
of ubes of F that meets all the required demands, and is of expeted size O(f), where f is the value
of an optimal frational solution to LP.
6 Conlusions
We presented improved approximation algorithms for set multi-over in geometri settings. Our
key insight was to produe a small instane of the problem by lustering the given instane. This
in turn was done by using a variant of shallow uttings. We believe that this approah might be
useful for other problems in geometri settings.
An interesting open problem, is to obtain improved algorithms for the set over and the set
multi-over problems in geometri settings when the sets/shapes have osts assoiated with them
and the goal is to nd a over of lowest ost. Can the results from [Cla93, BG95, CV07℄ and this
paper be extended to this more general setting?
Reently, Mustafa and Ray [MR09℄ gave a PTAS for the problem of overing points by disks in
the plane; their algorithm is based on loal searh. It would be interesting to see if this algorithm
an be adapted to the multi-over problem.
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A A shallow utting lemma for nie shapes
In this setion, we prove Theorem 5.1, a variant of the shallow utting lemma of Matou²ek in a
slightly dierent setting. We inlude the details for the sake of ompleteness, whih are not hard in
light of Matou²ek's work [Mat92℄. Our desription is somewhat informal, for simpliity. The family
of shapes that we onsider needs to satisfy the assumptions outlined in Setion 5.
Building (1/r)-uttings. When omputing uttings, one rst piks a random sample R of size
r of the objets of F, and omputes the deomposition A||(R) of the arrangement of the random
sample. For a ell △ in this deomposition, let cl(△) be the list of shapes of F whose boundaries
interset the interior of △. If |cl(△)| ≤ n/r then it is aeptable, and we add it to the resulting
utting.
Otherwise, we need to do a loal pathing up, by partitioning eah suh ell further. Speially,
let t△ = ⌈cl(△) /(n/r)⌉ be the exess of △. We take a random sample R△ of size O(t△ log(t△))
from cl(△). With onstant probability, this is a 1/t△-net of cl(△) (for ranges formed by our
deomposition). We verify that it is suh a net, and if not, we resample, and repeatedly do so
until we obtain a 1/t△-net. To do the veriation, we build the arrangement of R△ inside △, and
ompute its deomposition, and hek that all the ells in this deomposition interset at most n/r
boundaries of the shapes of F. Let dcmp(△) denote this deomposition of △ (if △ has exess at
most 1, then we just take dcmp(△) to be {△}). Clearly, the set⋃
△∈A||(R)
dcmp(△)
forms a deomposition of IRd into regions of onstant omplexity, and eah region intersets at most
n/r boundaries of the shapes of F.
It is well known that the omplexity of the resulting utting is (in expetation) O(rd) [CF90℄
Let C denote the resulting utting.
Size of utting at a ertain depth. Here we are interested in the number of ells in the
arrangement A||(R) that over shallow portions of A(F). Formally, the depth of a point p ∈ IR
d
,
is the number of shapes of F that over it. Let f≤k(n) denote the maximum number of verties of
depth at most k in an arrangement of n shapes. Clarkson and Shor [CS89℄ showed that f≤k(n) =
O
(
kdU(n/k)
)
. Speially, we are interested in the number of ells of C that ontain points of depth
at most k. The kth level is the losure of all the points on the boundary of the shapes that are
ontained inside k shapes.
Now, the expeted number of verties of A(R) that are of depth at most k in A(F) is
O
(( r
n
)d
kdU(n/k)
)
= O
((
rk
n
)d
U(n/k)
)
,
sine for a given vertex of A(F) of depth at most k, the probability that all d shapes that dene it
will piked to be in R is O
(
(r/n)d
)
. This unfortunately does not bound the number of ells in the
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deomposition of A||(R) that ontain points of depth at most k, sine we might have ells that ross
the kth level.
So, let X ⊆ IRd be a xed subset of spae, and let x(|R|) be the number of ells of A||(R) that
interset X. Let x(r) denote the maximum value of x(|R|) over all samples R of size r. Similarly,
let xt(R) denote the number of ells in A||(R) that interset X and have exess more than t (i.e.,
there are at least t · n/r shapes interseting this ell).
Chazelle and Friedman [CF90℄ showed an exponential deay lemma stating that E
[
xt(R)
]
=
O
(
2−tE[x(R)]
)
. We omment that, in fat, one an prove diretly from the Clarkson-Show tehnique
a polynomial deay lemma, whih is suient to prove the shallow-utting lemma. This polynomial
deay lemma is impliit in the work of de Berg and Shwarzkopf [dBS95℄ although it was not
stated expliitly (it also made a stealthy appearane in Clarkson and Varadarajan work [CV07℄,
but [dBS95℄ seems to be the earliest referene).
Lemma A.1 (Polynomial deay lemma.) For t ≥ 1, let R be a random sample of size r from
F, and let c ≥ 1 be an arbitrary onstant. Then E
[
xt(R)
]
= O(x(r)/tc).
Proof: By the Clarkson-Shor tehnique [CS89, Cla88℄, we have that
E
 ∑
△∈A||(R)
|cl(△)|c
 = O((n
r
)c
E[x(R)]
)
= O
((n
r
)c
x(r)
)
.
In partiular, if there are xt(R) ells in A||(R) with onit-list of size larger than t(n/r), then they
ontribute to the left size of the above equation the quantity xt(R)(t(n/r))c. We onlude that
E
[
xt(R)(t(n/r))c
]
= O
((n
r
)c
x(r)
)
,
whih implies that E
[
xt(R)
]
= O(x(r)/tc), as laimed.
Lemma A.2 The expeted number of ells in the (1/r)-utting C of F that ontain points of depth
at most k is bounded by
O
((
rk
n
+ 1
)d
U
(n
k
))
.
Proof: If a ell △ of A||(R) has exess t, and it intersets the kth level, then all its points
have depth at most k + t(n/r). The expeted number of verties of A||(R) of depth at most
α(t) = k + t(n/r) is
γ(t) = O
((
rα(t)
n
)d
U
(
n
α(t)
))
whih also (asymptotially) bounds the number of ells in A||(R) having depth smaller than α(t).
Let Xt denote the number of ells with exess t (or more) with depth at most α(t). Setting c = O(d),
we have by the polynomial deay lemma, that
E[Xt] = O
(
γ(t)/t4d
)
= O
((
rα(t)
t4n
)d
U
(
n
α(t)
))
.
Now, the number of ells of the utting C that have points with depth at most k is bounded by
Y = O
(
∞∑
t=0
Xt ·(t log t)
d
)
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Thus, we have
E[Y ] = O
(
∞∑
t=0
E[Xt] · t
O(d)
)
= O
(
∞∑
t=0
(
rα(t)
tcn
)d
U
(
n
α(t)
)
· tO(d)
)
= O
(( r
n
)d
U
(n
k
) ∞∑
t=0
tO(d)−c
(
k + t(n/r)
)d)
= O
(( r
n
)d
U
(n
k
)
(k + n/r)d
∞∑
t=0
tO(d)−c
)
= O
((
kr
n
+ 1
)d
U
(n
k
))
,
by setting c to be suiently large.
The above proves Theorem 5.1 by using repliation to represent weights.
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